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wheat yield jumped from last year's 40 or 
45 bu. an acre to as high as 78: "It acted 
as a kind of sealer." 

Radioactivity proved to be minimal, 
as did the toxicity of the ash. At first pub-

ealth officials feared that the silica 
nt of the fallout could cause lung 

and the number of pulmonary 
id increase for a time in some ar-

later tests showed that while the 
high silica content, only a small 

of the particles are of the type 
s scarring of the lungs. 
residents think that another 
op—~*Ji«erin£tourists in their 
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An eruption In July: the suspense continues after the inl\l 

Decoding the Volcan 
At Mount St. Helens: Tshirts, bumper crops and suspense 

I t is the hottest show out of the West, 
competing with Disneyland and the tin

sel of Hollywood. Visitors are flocking 
to it by the thousands. For sheer sus
pense it rivals even Hitchcock, contin
ually hinting of ominous new surprises. 
The sulfurous center of all this attention 
is Mount St. Helens, site of the largest 
volcanic explosion in the U.S. in more 
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than 60 years. 

When the volcano ert 
18 with the force of 500 
atomic bombs, it blew aw 
of earth, killed at least 3' 
er 32 are missing and pre; 
stroyed or damaged 220, 
berlànd and created 
dredging job on three 
the four months since 
tain has been restive bi 
There have been four n 
numerous smaller on< 
on Aug. 15. But Moui 
one rest, especially sci 

Last week harri 
Survey workers noti 
in the volcano's 
Abruptly, the 5-to-
oxide to sulfur dio 
to 2.4 to 1. Similar < 
two of the post-V 
raised immediate 
cano was about < 
ratio is no certai 
ogist Bob Noble: ' 
that's 100% accu 

Tiltmeters c 
rim were showing a su^... 
formation similar—but on a mucn simm
er sfale—to the bulge on the peak's north 
face before the May explosion. Scientists 
were not sure if it was caused by a swell
ing on the rim or the settling of material 

on the floor of the crater. Inside the 
crater a lava dome has been forming. It 
glows red as molten rock roils under
neath its hardened crust. The questions: 
Will it be able to cap the volcano? 
Or will pent-up gases blast through again? 

Almost anywhere in the 
wedge-shaped 400-km2 (150 
sq. mi.) blast zone stretching 
north of the mountain, all ap-
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canic Ash" goes for 50e to $1.98 a 
Says Cooper: "We started 
sacking it, and it just cracks 
us up when people come in 
asking for it." 

With a scoop, of course, 
anyone can get plenty of ash 

**&•£. "bûQ. I f°r nothing from Drew's 
errib/ernerjT^-— I parking lot or just about any 
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